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Abstract
r.

e how children..visualize draw, and maie

ntent presented either aurally on tape or

ons of the story were manipulated to include

% .short descriptive phrases, either in literal ormou-literal languagr, f
. 4

directly. analogous to the fi 's usual depiction' at four points in the story.

Theserpoints were selected to examine medil effects in childreil's visualitations

and interpretations of 1) character appearance, 2) character bovement,'3)

character affect, and 4) specific points of- A

Forty-five 9-10 year-old children weresirandomly assigned to. either

the literal audio, bon-literal audio, or film condition and individually

preempted the story. .Afterwards, childrei were asked to draw and_talk

about their visualizations and answer and,subitantiate inference questions

4bout related story content. Drawings were compared vith drawings of the

same content from a matched baselipe sample toy assess the degree to which

children in the study included ceitain conventional ideas and graphic

prototype's in their drawings_. ,

6
Childrpn who listened to t e audio.versions.of the story produced

drawings which, in their inc ion of conventional content and prototypical

style of'depiction, were no ar to those of baseline children. In

comparison, film viewing chil re often produced drawings, that reflected

their atteepts f0\accurately ender the film'-depiction of character

appeOnce, facial expressions, and unusual viewing iserspectives. Listening

children more often drew upon theii outside-story knowledge and personal

'experiences to substantiate story inferenceS, while film children demonstrated

41.
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abstract-2 '

their ability to accu ately recall and meaningfully apply inside-story

visual informatiok to eir inference making. Listening children

generally did t make use of the relevant descriptions manipulated in audio

versio. ,nordids it matter whether these descriptions were presented in

era/ or non-literal language.

The results provide evidence the capacity of visual.media'tb

encourage children to visualize and draw story content intuin-stereotypic

Ways and to provide them with numerous-visual "reference poinia" for

u retanding content. contrast, aural' media afford children the
.19
opportunity to apply their Own ideas and experiences'to the interpretation

and visualization of stories. The report includes discussion of methodological /

limitations as well as suggestions for future cross- medium research.

et
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Childrents Production and.Applicatidn'of Story Imagery:
A Cross-Medium InvestigAtion

Martha M..91bbert and Laurens x. Meringoff

Introduction

A

Imagine two Ohildren encountering a classic Grimm fairytale, The Fisherman
-, .

and His Wife. The children are the same,in age, sex, socioeconomic status, and
_.N

learning ability. What differs is the medium in which eachichild experienops

the story: one child sits next to her family's radio and listens while the
.

other child sits before'her family's relevisiml and watches. klhe same story is

delivered additorily in both cases, complete with narration, character voices,

..sound effects and music. But while the listening child may hive to close her

eyes to Visualize the story's characters, settings, and events, the TV viewer
Er

has only to attend to the'ric h visual world on the fifteen in front of.her.
Y.

AlthoUgirboth attend to the same storyline,-,4he listener may imagine her last

P.

trip with 4 ferrite uncle, while'the viewer may be engaged in

watching a fisherden catching fish in an unfamiliar way.
.

Many theorists and researchers have been concerned with

which different media represent knowledge and create unique

These differences in,both the-form and. content bf media challenge audiences

the days iti

-symbol aysteMs.

- to develop highly specificcognitive skills for decoding informatio3,

presented in different media (Gardn , Howard, 84 Perkins, 1974; Gombrich, 1972;

M4rhan, ,964; Salomon, 1979). In an effort to gin emkrical evidence about

the effects of media ometory,apprehension, Meringoff (1980) compared children's

learning from a ki7re-book version of an African folktale

5'
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with that of an animated videotape of the same story.

Different "learning profiles" were observed depending on the medium of

story presentation. Children who had,seen the videotape version of the
ti "

story' included more story actions is thtirretellings and relied. more on

visual content as the bases for their story inferences.' Children pieserited

the picture book based their inference" more on textual cantenWoutside-

2,

story knowledge, and personal experience, and their retelling' included more

of the poetic story prose. Similar learning differences following
;

.

picture book and videotape presentations of another story also have been

reported for younger children (Kelly & Meringoff, 1979) The greater

recall of story action by children exposed to videotape also has bean

dolpumented by Char and Meringoff (1981). This study compared children's

experience with.a story'prebente4 in videotape, picture book-ritcord, or

audio form. Finally, researchers have investigated the same issues using film
4

and audio presentations. As was predicted on the basis of Meringoff's

study, film children more often based story inferences mevisual information

While radio children relied more on general knowledge and personal

experience when jpstifying their inferences (Gat, 8eagiesloos, Geber, &

Greenfield, 1981).

ve---1-

The preient study differsfrom these earlier investigations in three

major ways. 'First, the focus here has shifted awaylframeAildren;S verbal

re tion,and understanding of stories, towards children's visualizatiops

of'story content and their understanding of content that is primarily visual

in nature. Having documented, that file children use fi'lm's visual
t

in reasoning about a'siory, basic questions.about children's experience

with visual aspects of stories in di4ferent media required' investigation:

'Do children IA° have seen a(story okfilm later mentally represent the

4
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appearance of story characters and events? To what extent are tkese
, :

visualizations called upon when childretiare asked to make inferences about

story content: that is, when they Ape as ked toAN beyond explicit story
.

content and fill in missing detefls? For example, 4111 a child who has

viewed a film *isualitze a character'a facial expression in order to make an

inference about how that character felt? Will she rely instead on other

cues such as narration, dialogue or tone of voice? ConVersely, to what

extent are children who.haveLAIstened to an audio story inspired by4erbal

description to generate Visual images of story content? Are story

.visualizations morevivia depending on whether childred hear verbal

,descriptions in literal or non - literal language? How will audio children's
-

differ from film children's? Is imagined viqual.content

similarly informative fof audio children wheh they areasked to make story

inferences?

The second way in which the present study differs from previoui

ones concerns the choice of response measures. In'light of the present

emphasis.on subjects' story visualizations and related inferences,,

measures were designed to include non-Verbal :tabs.*, Specifically, children

were asked to draw as well as to describe their story visualizations. It

was hoped thattsegraphidrresponse mode would allow subjects to communicate

their visuelizAtions more directly without having to translate-such

information into words/ This procedure has the effect of circumventing the

conventional reliance on verbal and behavioral response, measures (Bandura,

Joss, & Ross, 1963; Singer, Csldeira, & Singer, 1977; Wright &'Huiton-Stein,

1979), while it enlarges the domain of mediU effects that can potentially.

be acerved (Schramm, 1977). Throuit pilot testing, the present researchers

developed a series of drawing and related verbal tasks apptpriate for

V
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vow k

axidio)40# film stimuli, and non- threatening and fun for chiltdrep (see

Meringoff, Vibbezt, and Brown, in_press; Vibbert andMaringoff, 1980.)

Finally, this study differs from others with regard to'thechoics
.7

and construction Astimulus'materials. Earlier studies havi used film

somndtraoks as an audio 'story version. s While such a choice preserves'

a high degied of experimental'comParabIlity between film and audio conditions,

it silo Creates'i limited opportunity to generalize about findings (Schramm,

/977). 'A film's soundtrack was never produced to standalone as a true audio

or radio story and its dependent status often renders it sparse in words

where an actual radio- story woul& Be rich and vivid'in description. For

this reason, the present investigators rerecorded audio versions that offered

"analogous" verbal description to the film's images in four preselected

places, while holding all other variables such as music,souna effects,

narration, and char tern' voices as constant as possible. These four

allowedallowed for much more vigorous examination of potential

medium differences in childrels-story visualizations. The four placei where

analogous verbal descriptions were 'added to,the audio versions' were chosen

-1,2-according to the following.obsiervations and predictions about strengths and

limitations of visual and audioomedia.

'FITICharaCtet Appearance
#

may or -may sot offer in jescription (Chatman, 1980). Consider the fisherman

,in 'Grimms' fairytale. Throughout the story, he necessarily looks as certain

way, wears certain costumes; and interacts with different physical contexts.

The.decisions thatthis film director madeabouthow to depict the fisherman
,

suggest important information about the character's stature, age, ethnic

Films visually depict all kinds of information thlt audio stories

background; and personality: The fisherman's costumes provide clues as to



his social class, taste, and historical abntext.. The setting in which he

lives helps us to know about the time -end place of the fairytale as well as

suggesting details about the quality of the characters'' lives. Had the

.director chosen toiscure the fiSherman'e depiction, this too would have

been conspicuous and could have been interpreted as a sophisticated form

of characterization.

-
Authors of audio stories have more choice regarding, the inclusion

of description about a character'sphysical appearance and the information

it.implies. The fisheinin's appearance can be described in yivid and meticulous

1detail, suggested more subtly through tone of voice, or only implied by

music or sound, effects7--It-also can be ignored and left entirely up to the

listene0 imagination. Note too that when a character is desCiibed verbally,

0 .4.
the description typically comes in the beginning of a story and usually

atrests or "freezes" the progressofthe-narrativelChatilan,
1980). In

this sense, audiodescriptiondiffers qualitatively from the,spontaneous and

ongoing nature of visual depictibns, even when care is taken to make the

content of verbal, descriptions -as identical as possible to visual information.

Given these observations about the portrayal of characters'

appearance in different media, the follOwing expectations emerged. ItP

was predicted that children presented the film would display more story-.

specifie costume and appearance details in their visualization of the kIiherman

than 'children who-listened to the audio story version, since film children

would have had access to ihformatiOn presented repeatedly over thetcourse of

the story. '

Visualizations of the fisherman following audio versions also

were'expectedto include appearapce details since these children heard
4

analogous description. .However, it was predicted that these visualizations

would more c osely resemble prototypical and non -story related images of
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fishermen. Belatedly, it was hypothesized that film viewing children would
i.. ..

- .
4

more often usevisualizedinfOrmation bOut characterappearanceas clues for
.

, . .... ,

inferences about story time and setrng than listening children, who instead

would be more likely to apply outside-story knowledge and personal experience.

4
2) Character Movement

, ....;
.

Research has documented that televised Actions can affect children's

subsequent behavior (Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1963; Watt & Rrulli 1977), and

_increase the Likelihood that they will spontaneously gesture when retelling

a story (Meringoff, 1980),. In comparison to audio stories where information
ril-,

.

1 '
. - , ,about movement must be conveyed through verbal description and sound cues, ...\,

\..,

,films depict characters and objects in ongoing motion. F-Z example,

1

fisherian casng his net is a h avior easily rendered repeatedly

in drawn animatioa, while it is more liengiAg to capturein the

"fro Zen" form of descriptive languagi. For these reasons, it was hypothesized

that children whhad actually seen Chefisherbian cast his'net on film

would be better able toconvey a sense of motion in their drawings and

visualizations than children who listened to Verbal description of the same

movement. in'addition, at issue was the question of whetherighildren can

learn anything substantivi4bout a character's physical abilities or

emotional temperament from continuous observation of the quality of that

character's at.

3) Character Affect

J

Visual, media have theadvant4of being able to display a charactees

facial expression over time; in so doing the *ewer's attention can be

directly focussed on a character's changing affective state. Consider

.

the wife in Grimms' fairytale.' Her emotional stat anges the course
,

of the story fro24a contented and happy woman to an enraged greedy tyrant.



This affective development is highlighted'in the-film through a sequence

'of profile close-up shots that render the wife's facial expression with

`lb

successively greater exaggeration; from wide eyes and a.smile to beady eyes

and a-viciouesrimace.

, 'Audio stories may verbally describe a character's emotional state in

a variety of ways: by labeling the emotion (e.g., she felt angry), by

defribine the behavioxadr "look" accompanying an. emotion (e.g., she opened

her mouth wide, showing her big white teeth and her eyebrows turned down). or by

reference to a metaphor or simile,(e.g., her face looked like a hungty

'wolf).. However, there is considerable evidence that elementary school aged

children rely to a great extent on visual cues for understinding the world.'
4

For this reason, we predicted that children who had viewed a close-up

shot of a character's facial expression would be more likely to retain and

reproduce such a distinctive image in their own drawings than children

who 44 heard descriptions of the way the character's face looked,. Moreover,

duete the impact of the film's visuals, we predicted that. film children

would he more likely than audio childreg.to make appropriate

inferences about how the wife felt at the end of the story and that theie

inferences would be based to a large extent on her-facial expression

depicted in the film. We expected fewer audio children to base their

inferences op descriptive language about her facital xpression.

4)*.Point of View/Special Effects,

A filmstoriof necessity depicts charac ers from wpecificiperspectives

or points of view. Depending upon,decision made about the pdsition of.the

camera In relation to the subject, a character can be shown frontally

(like' the fiihin this fairytale), in profile, in three-qUitrter view,4From

aboveiffoi below, or in, various combinations of these angles. In fact, this..

production featu4 re is embedded in our earlier( discussions of chafacterJ ,
appearance,. movement andyfect.

1

's
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Special visual effects in filme are used to create illusiOns and/or'

.
to enrich the viewer's perceptual experience.) For examOle,ihe.magic

fish in Grimms' fairytale is continually depicted with an. effervescent.

C,N

glow **rounding it. 'This-increases the viewer's' appreciation of the
3 I

, 1

fish's magic and *real qualities.

While audio stories may describe or suggest the perspective from

which ,something is viewed by's character, they are not required to constantly

direct an audience's visual point of view'. Neither do audio stories typically

limdthemselves to minute and continuous descriptions of visual effects.

Based on these medium characteristics, it was hypotheqized that film
1

viewing children .would more often inclu4e unusual cinematic points of view

and special effect features in their-drawings of the fish than audio

children who heard verbal descriptions of the sameinformation.
1

5) Literal Versus Non-Literal Descriptilirtangvage

In additioh to the .four medium. difference predictions above, one more
a ""

question was addressed in the present study, specifically relating to audio

story presentations and desctiptive language. Do children who hear a story

recogniZe, recall, and apply' to drawings descriptive information (e.g., about

characters' appearance, movement, 'affect and point of view). more

is verbalized in literal or non-literal fOxm22es visualizing in'

response to non-literallangue improve with age?

f's
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Subjects

. forty -five fourth graders between the agei of 9:1 and T0:9-took part r,
.

Method
4 r
.

in the study this -age group was chosen for two reasons. ,,First; 'pilot

.1eatint reveated4hat fourth graders could competently grasp the story -line'.,

,. N

and that they were, less inhibited than older children about having ap

'experimenter Watch them draw. SecOnd, researdhon'the development of

OraMinehips hai marked'this age as a transition peripd : During the,
...,i

elemenisty years childrenlegIn td command more technicalcontrol oveitheir

, ...

< drawings. For example, hy,,the age of 9many children are'able to represent
b

figures in motioi.(Goodnow,:1977).snd many show rudimentary attempts to
,

itender objects in persnective (Willats, 1977). Childten, by this age,

'exhibit Aver individual diffeiences in theii drawings and a0Ply more
4111_. C

predictab strategies fa the way-that they draw (Gardner, 1980).

JP
-

u ect"S sdre recruited from classrooms in two ethnically heterogeneous

public schOOls in MeEertown,,, MA. Roughly equal nUmhetiltf,boys and girls
'

- wererandomly assigned to one of three medium conditions: non-literal audio,
4

literal audio, or film.* .

Whenikreened foritheir familiarity with the story all subjects were

. 'found to be unfamiliar with the experimenEal audio and film versions.
4

tyrsix percent were familiar with some other version of the story,

-usually from a book; however, the majority of these subjecti (56%) reported
'

xmo. recall of. any pictuli0frOrithessioz

Story 'Materials N.

We selected Grimms' ThFisherman and his Wife for this study because

b s it is a-classic well-formed fairy tale. The plot is briefly'summarized as

* Hereafter children in both the literal and don-literal audio conditions` will.
be referred to simply as "audio children", except in cases where making a distinction
is important. Children who viewed the film will be' referred to as children."

1'
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follelos: A poor fisherman ca ches a magic

aummona the fish repeatedly.to,relay to it

10
I

fish who grants wishes. He

his wife's ever-greater demands:

'to live in a city-house, to.be a queen, to be arhbishop, and .finally,, to

be ruler of the universe. ito fish fails to grant the wifes last wish,.

land instead returns the couple to their original hut, where they live Out

,the rest of their yeari and never again see the magic fish. /
The animated film version we used (BosustowProduction1,1977) is adapted

from.Eric Carle's Storybook (Franklin Watts, 1970, and has been broadcast-

on.iducational television(e.g., Massachusetts Educational Television) for

several years, As described earlier, the animated, film makes use of pictorial

and cinematic techniques typical of the medium inclu ing fluid movement,

close -vp shots of chaxpcters' faces, unusual fro perspectives, and special

effects (e.g., the effervescent glow around thelii facing front). The

film is 10.minutes long.

Given our Intentiamto present the story aurally, ir,was essential that
. .

x the film's soundtrack be complete and sufficiently well-prodUCed to tell

the story by itself. The Bosustow soundtrack provides.i full storyilne
.

and.in so doing makes use of narration, character voices, sound effeats,.anci

alorneting musical themes. N
. -

(

Two audio Arersionaof the story' %Jere rerecorded, each one preserving the
,

/ .
.

original Bosuitow story-llpe, nap Oalities, d sound effects wile

adding brlif descriptive II:rases either in literal or non-literal language-

form. /These descriptive phrases were analogous to the film's visual:

infmation and occurred in the narrator's voice at precisely the time

in the story lip.they would occur in visual.form on the screen. (The

audio versions were each 10 Minutes long, the same length as the fiIm.)

14
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The firOadded description referred , tcetheptiysical appearance -
\

;of the fisherman:

Audio Literal:. He:had A rugged face, With dark eyes, straight hair
. and a big curvedonose. He always wore wooden shoes
and a hat to cover his head.

Audio Non-literal:- He had evrugged face, with dark eyes, straight hair
and a nose that looked like a parrges beak. He
always wore woodeh shoes and a hat to cover his head.

Film: _

-4%

(

@ The Fisherman and his Wife,
iostistow Praductioni, 1977.

'P
r

/

The second description thth 'quality of movement as the fisher-

)man cast his net.

Audio Liiirall
t

Each morning' he ant down to the shore and
,

ligted
his net high abo e his head and flung it out
over the iaa where it gently floited down for fish.

Audio Non-literal: Each,morninehe went down)to the'shore and cast his
net for fish -- he loOked like a person - getting a

bedspread to fall evenly over a bed.



The thiid description referred to the wile's facial expresaion atl- she

demanded her lfilt wish:

Audio Literal: She turned to him-and opened-her mouth wide showing
her big white teeth. Her eyebrows turned down and
she said...

Audio Non-literal: She turned to him. Her faCe looked like p hungry
wolf and she said...,

4 A.

.16
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Film:

The fourth description referrid to the point of view fromwhich the fish

was observed and_the special effect glow that surrounded him:

Audio Literal: . A shimmering glow surrounded the fish 'as his face
deeted./out of the hater.

AUdio Nowaiteral: The fish looked like the bright'sun beaming out from
between the clouds...

Film:

49° Trilf-01t LP,'

I '
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Note that descriptions.did.not offer inferential information (e.g.,.

she was mad) beyOnd that which the offered. Descriptions'were

restricted to vocabulary and experience that would be familiarto ten

year olds. Wherever possible, non-literal descriptions were siiple,

visual similes.

Procedure

Children were individually interviewed at their schools in an empty
4

classroom o;.office. Following brief conVerseSion and screeningquestionS,

the experimenter explaIned that ":..After you watch/listen to the story,

,we'll de some things with pictures and talk some about it..." Children
*4.

then either listened to a cassette tape ot the tory or watched the film

projected- to the size of a television screen (15' x 20")Lfrom a viewing

distance of roughly sevenleet. Following the story, iubjects were engaged.
f .

in-aseries of tasks that-lasted roughly 45 minutes. Verbal responses

were recorded verbatim. A sample interview is included in Appendix A.
/

Nonverbal Measures - Drawings

In order, to test our predictions about medium differences in,children's
116-

storrvisualizatiOns, after the story we asked children to draw their imagined.

"pictures" of the four relevant places 'in tie story where information had

.

beempreiented either through description in the audio versions or through

illustrations in the MM. :These drayings-were made in response to short

Verbal cues presented by the experimenter (e.g., "Remember how the-we
.

looked when she,told her,husband the last wish?, Think until you see her

in your mind. Try to d;sw,

To preserve -con

in the same order in which

4

"just the best you can, how she looks, in your
. .

tinnity with .the storyline, .drawings were done

story events had occurred; 1) character appearance

I.

e.
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---flihermen; 2) character' movement - fisherman casting his net; a) character

affect - wife making her wish; 4) point of .view /special effects -iiish

answering fisherman the last time. All drawings were done on square
).

white paper widh f2 eraser pencils. The experimenter discreetly messufed

the length of time it took a subject to complete her drawing (time -to -draw

score). Due to ail* constraints, children were dhcourage to "finish up"

after three minute s.

iaselite Drawings

Our predictions inclUded the expectation that audio'subjects would be

more likely than film children to include prototypical characteristics in

their drawings, such as simple undefined facial features and non-cinematic

is of .view and orientations. In orderto be more fully informed about

Children's drawing'protoOpee for fishermen, angry women, and fish at

"this age, we collected baseline drawings from a matched sample'of fifteen

children, unfamiliar with any form of the story, during a 'reglilsaily gcheduled

art class Subjects were asked to draw content relevant to each of the

four experimental drawing tasks without the benefit'of any story context. t

AL:(See Appendik B for a detailed account of baseline instructions.) These data

prbvided another vilUable'poireolrrefeience for drawing analyses; film

children's drawings could be compared both against audio and base4ne

, Children'e drawings.

Verbal Measures

We

#4

easoned that by havitg children draw, we enabled them tq report

,their visualizations in a modality more clorly matched to the informa-
..

Lion being sougW However, researchers have cautioned against

asctibing a !ample One-m-one correspondence between children's mental
.

liagery or visualizations and their'drewings (gosslynv Heldmeyer and Locklear,

1977). For this reason, we gave children a' variety of opportunities to

fr
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tilk_about ;heir visUalizations And qualify their drawings. This allowed

for more opportunities to evaluate whether the medium of story presentation

imfluenced the nature and extent of children's visualizations.

4100-okthe4fine Visualizations

ChildrenyeragivenanOpportunity to talk about their story visualize-
,

dons unencumbered by the ptoduction deiandlof drawing or the'influence

of later questions. Immediately following the story, subjects in all

conditions were asked if "one picture in the story stands out right now
4111.

in your mind - you _know that you see (up there) in your mind?" If a

subject responded "yes", she was asked to describe whit the Otture was and
.

where'll: the story
.

it came from (beginning, middle, or end).
.. ,

I4,order to get a very crude index of how vivid children's visuali-,

zations\rre'befOre they drew them, children were asked, before each
l .

drawing task, "Is the picture in your mind $ileir or fuzzy ?" All drawthgs. .

.r
vire followed by a discrelcy question: "Is 'here anything in your

drawing that you would like to 1) change, 2) add, or 3) leave out (order

rotated across child ) from your drawing, so that it would be cloier

to the way you imi ned itwould look?" -17t subject responded yes, she
.

.
,was asked to describe the particular way in which she would alter her'

drawing.

_Finally, the source ofalliubjects'
visualizations following each

of the four drawing tasks was solicited, "How didyou know thc(fisherman, I

net, wife, fish) looked like that?""or "How Aid you kow to imagine it

that way ?"

Irene Questions */
1

. A ,...
In order to examine the role of aural description and'Pridillustra

tion.in children's verbal understanding of stories, a number of inference '
.

4" 1

questions were interspersed throughout thi.interview. Infefence quettions

1

0

20
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were designed to solicit children's understanding of a variety of non-

'
I.

.expliciecontent, lficludingetor, setting, character age, charaoter emotions,
i

etc. One inference question was asked only of film children to dettrmine

if they could infer about a character's-physical andrpgychological state

from the way he moved.
v

In each case, relevant information carried either in the film!s'images

or in the added verbal description was availableas evidence to substantiate

the inference.' For example, one question about the story's setting ("Where

do you think the fisherman was from?") reqq0red that a child go beyond 0

explicit content and draw a logical inference. For A film child an

A
inference (e.g:, in Holland,") could be based on inside -story

'visual costume information (wooden shoes) whereas a rzldio child cOul4

base tl)e same inference on inside-story text information ("He always

wore wooden shoes."). ?o win each inference question, children were

asked to describe the basis for their responsei("How did -you. know that?").
.11 e

Aural Recall and Recognition Questions

At the end of the interview, children who heard either the literal

or non-literei audio versions were presented with two short tasks to

assess the degree to.Which they remembered the four language manipulations.

This assessment was necessary for a full underermin4ing of the sources
3.

of these children's visualizations and inferences.

To tap subjects' recall, they were 'first aske.to describe anything

in the story that told them how (requested story content) looked. For

. example for Description 1 Character Appearance, childafrwerelasked,

4*
"Did' it say or describe anything in the story about how the fisherman

-looked?" Children's respbnses to the four recall questions were'probed

for seAEtdetails, e.g.,. "Did it say anything about his clothe0M.

. 2 1
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Recall questionspr,each of the foul* deacriptionswerefollowed by

a recognition task, in Which subjects elected the phrase they thought

they heard froi among four alternativeiwritten on index cards randomly
GO

arranged in fiont of them an read to them by the experimenter. For

eiemplet Choice alternaiivem for Description 2 were as follows:

Correct Choice for
Audio Literal Child:

Cqrrect Choice for
Audio Non-literal Child:

Incorrect Literal
Choice:

(See description of audioistimuli, o. 11)

le went down to the shore and dragged his net
along the sand until it plopped heavily4into
the water.

Incorrect Non-literal
, ,

Choice: He went down to the shore and cast his net for
S . fish - he looked. like a mailman throwing a heavy

sack of mail. c

4

To provide ddta about adults' ability to redall and/or recognize

descriptive story language, six adults were' individually interviewed

following presentation of either the literal or non-literal audio:versions.

Scoring

Drawings

Ail drawings (including baselines) for Task 1 (CharacterAppearance),

Task 2 (Character Movement), Task 3 (Character'Affect); and Task 4 (Point

of View/Special Effects) were scored for the presence or absence of

specific content (e.g., fisherman, costume detail, net and waterline' [see

Appendix C for a complete list of scoring categories for driwings]).

Drawings also were elassifiea4566figiig to'such features as size

and oriehiltion of figures, degree offilied-iti space,.and quality of line

(e.g., jaggedness). These scoring categoiies derived in part from earlier

(

22
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pilot work (sae Meringoff, Vibbert, .6 Brown, submitted for public ion;

Vibbert 4 Meringoff, 1980) and in part from consideratliczof.the film
t-

..
,,,

medium'a potential'effect on both the form and content of graphic products.

An independent judge achieved mean reliability'(across categories) with

the experiMenteriacores of 95% (Task 1), 94% (Task 2), 96% (Task 3), and

97% (Task 4), based upon 25% of the data. The perdeatage of agreement

obtained in scoring individual-categories ranged from 83% - 100%.

Differences in scoring were resolved through discussion.

Drawings of the wife telling her husbandthe last wish (Task 3 -

Affect) Were further analyzed by Two independent judges blind to condition.

The judges classified drawings of the wife according to the overall emotional

expression in the wife's facial featuresrand/or posture. Drawings were .

sorted intolihree categories: happy, sad, or indistinguishable. The

indistinguishable category included those drawings'where.it was not

clear how to interpret the wife's expression; e.g., she looked startled
4111

or excited. 'Interscorer agFeement was 83% and disagreements were discussed

and resolved.

Verbal Responses

Discrepancy responses were examined to determine the reasons for

children's dissatisfactions with each of their four drawings. Data were

categorized according to whether children remarked about their general

drawing ability (e.g., "I can't draw good") and whether they offered

specific c is about their rendering of such elements as.figures,

costume, a fact, context, or formal features (e.g., "It should have

color."). The total nuaber of responses for each child per drawing
1

.

was recorded along with an indication of how many items a child wanted

to add to and/or change in her drawing. Twenty-fiVe percent of

discrepancy data were scored by, an independent judge, and. 85% agreement
oqk

was.achiaved. Scoring differences were discussed and resolved.

23
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r
Children!I s responses to the source question, "How did you know

(requested story content) looked like that?" were scored according to the,.

system described belaw for inference bases data. Basically. ourcedata

were categorized g to Whether Childrin'used inside -sus informs-
.. .1

tion (e.g., "I knew he looked like that,because I saw /had he had a

curved nose."), outside -story information (e.g.., "I knew it looked like

that because I learned how tdststa net from my fither."), or whether

thiy.inferred something further about the story (e.g.., "I knew the

fisherman looked like that because I think he was old..."). A list of

subcategories within inside, outside, and inferred categories with

examples is included below.

'Eighty-eight!percent (88%) agreemet.was achieved with an independent

judge whil scored 25% of all source data. Disagre eats were discussed

and.resolved.

' Responses tp inference questions, e.g., "How did the wife feel

vities she told her husband the last wish?" were grouped by content

\'
t'

(e.g., positive, nega Jae, or other affect) and summed for each ondition.

Inference bases .(reepons s to the-question, "How did you know she feltt.
like that?") were codedaccordIng to whether they referred to inside-

story, outside-story, or inferred story information. A child's response

could include more than one scorable unit. (This same system was applied to..
k

visual source,data.) Subcategories for bases are listed below together with,"

examples:

Inside Story

. .

Auditory: ("I knew it was England) becauseit sounds like he (had) an
English accent." .

Textual: ("It was Cape Cod) because hilsays,.* down to the beach....'"
. , #

-Visual: ( "Scotland), because he kind'of looks like that kind of person."

24 1
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Visua l/Textual: '( 'Vngland)...becaOse there was a c stle." (Content like the
"castle was available both in the rim's visuali and text.)

(

utside-Story

General
Knowledge:

Personal
Experience:

(was Russia) because'they do alo of fishing over there."

("Virginiabecause a friend moved to irginia and I've
seen pictures."

inferred About the
13

Physical:
1

("It was easy to throw the net) because t net was light."

PsyChologicil: ("I knew the wife felt happy) because she ought she could
get the wish." °'

f

Children's inference bases responses for the sife,-affect u gestioi were

additionally scored for their location in the story, to captures whether

the basis referred to the relevant place inthe.story ("I ew she

weaned] because she was shouting and showed the teeth - Like! ") or whether

it ref reli to events across the storyline as a whole (e.g., ["I k ew she

was angry] because first+ she wanted a house, then to be queen, then to

be bishop...and then...to be god.").

,

.

One,quarter/(25%) of the inference 'miles data for each question

were scored by an independent judge. Average agreement of 91% was

reached (range gf 83K - 100%). Disagreements were resolved through
.

discussion.

Inference bases data a were categorized according to the-rtintent

A of a,subject's justification, independent of the score it receigted

alp* the inside-outside dimension. Content categories shifted some -`

what with each question, and included references to figure, costume,
./

setting and story events.

Recall and Recopitiop Tasks (audio conditions)

Subjects were given one credit if they recalled at least one

vocabulary word or synonym from the original language manipulation.

4.

\./
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One recognition credit was given for each of the four tasks if a subject

selected the appropriate language manipulation from among the four

alternatives. Ninety-two percent (92%) sgryment was attained when an

Independent judge. scored one third of all recall-data. Disagreements

were resolved through discussion.

Analyses

Chi squtre 'tests were performed on all tour)draiiing and verbal

discrepancy tasks sy category to determine condition effects. A separate

.141,--yay analysis of variance with one between-subjects factor kmedium)

vai'performed on the ,total number of discrepancy responses, the total

number of "add" comments, and the number of "change",comments

thefour drawing tasks. (There were too few "leave ou t"
4,

analyze.) One-may anovas also were performed en time-to-draw

'/
for each of

comments to

C

data for each drawing task.
)

In order to exaMinessourdt data for each drawing task, one-way

anovas were performed on the total nuAter of outside-story categories

used by each subject. Ho aver, anovas weri'notperformed on total

number of inside-story categories used. Given that neither visual nor

visual/textual information was available to audio children, there was

less probability for these children than for film viewers tb use inside-.

story categories. Otthogonai contrasts examining differences, between

collapsed audio and film .condition means also were conducted. Chi

square tests were performed on subjects' nee of specific inference and

outside-story categories.

Infereke bases data were analyzed using thi square tests on

sub acts' references to,outOde-story categories.- In order to 'evaluate
.

differitces in the content of inference bases, chi square tests'were-

conducted on subjects' references,to character costume, figure, movement.,

context, etc.
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Finally, t tests were' onducted to compare the meld number of

correct recall and recognition credits for subjects in the literal-and

nom-literal audio condition's. Separate testswereperfonced for each of

the four recall and recognition tasks.' T tests for matched pairs

determined'differeltes between-recall anarrecognition means Within
1t;

each audio condition.
.
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Results & Discussion .

, . ,..

Test/1g for Story VisualizatiOnew,
' 5 ...:

.

,

Regardless of the medium in which they expeiienced theistory, the

great majority of subject (89) reported and described a "top-of-the-mind"

story visualization. RCO-orts. of these initial, post-story images covered

a:kange of story content endthere were no medium differences in either their

length, location within the story, or eontent% Typical descriptions

included,,"/ see the' wife with an old' ress on in the old hut"; "I see

Mgthe gay fishing with the net and the flounder coming out of the water and

the lieland him asking the wish"; and "...the fish -- it's gold and has

big ekes ". Further, the 'majority of children in all conditions reported

that theii visualizations of the four cued poiuts'in the story were "clear".

Additional evidence of subjects' story visualizations is provided by

an examination of verbal discrepancy data. Regardless of 'medium presentation,

the majority of sublecot reported some discrepancy bet the content of

their storyv.isualizations and their drawings in 3 of the 4 drawing tasks.

erd1032; bon-literalgo69Z; film-692: percentages are der ?ved from the

mean number of subjects who reported discrepancies across these taskst)

The exciption to this was on Task,4 where all children reported fewer

discrepancies.

Taken together these findings, suggest that all children, regardless

of medium presentation, had ready access to internal visual referrents ai

they talked about and drew specific points in the qtory. Audio and film

Children alike appeared to easily grasp the function of discrepancy

questions, and to welcome
this'opportunity.to acknowledge the inability

of their graphic products to adequately capture the true nature.of their

story visualizations.. The exception to-this was on Task 4 where children

were deked to draw their visualisations
of the "last\time the fish says,
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'Go home!'" Perhapi because it VAS so such easier tdraw a fish than

a person, children's drawings of fi more closely appFoximated their

visualizations.

Although theie data suggest that children do visualize story

content and can describe those visualizations, many questions are still

left unanswered. For.examPle, do audio children spontaneously image_

during a story's progress and is this imagery of a different sort than

that which they repott in response to specific requests? Do children who

view a film simply take in visuals whole or do they subsequently alter

them to:store =re story informition? Further information about the function

of visualizations in children's story comprehension is provided by

drawing data.

Character Appearance

Drawings: Table 1 summarizes the results of Task 1 drawings where

subjects,were asked to draw their visualizations of the fisherman.

Typically, childrenreeponded to this task by producing a full male

figure (as opposed to just a face), roughly 2-4 inches high. Analyses of

thrvinclusion of story specific character appearance details yielded some

suggestive results:

Table 1 Drawing the Fisherman --- Character Appearance Details
.,_

More film Ss include More, file Sr include
than audio and than haieline Ss;
bisaline Ss audio Ss in betwea

straight hair

Ltvel of Significance

12 (6)43.41 2..05
,

elaborated coitus's (1),05.0 p,(.05
(e.g., shirt wibuttons,
pockets)

r.

29



Table 1 (cent .)

long nose

elaborated facial
features (e.g.; eyebrows,
wrinkles)

26

71
2

(1)03.60 .0541<.10

i2 (2)3.43 .10 %..20'

In addition, a significant relationship ea; found between medium

presentation and drawing hats on the fisherman 652(3)08.714
2.4(.05).

Fifty-three percent (53%) of film children dr4w the !Sherman without a
% -

hat, while the great majority of all other children drew him w.th a hat.

Also,'more film and audio children drew the fisherman without a background

than baseline children (7 .2 (3)13.77; P..1.01). Film children drew the

r zisherman without any physical context most- often. There was no-greater

tendency for children in either medium condition to draw shoes recognizable

as wooden. 'Very few children attempted .i.03 do_this perhaps because the

upwards curve of wooden shoes was too diifiCult and subtle for children

to render giaphically.

The results indicate a consistent tendency on the part of film

childrento include more'of the visual detailaof the fisherman's
.

appearance in their drawiligs (e.g., his long nose, rugged face, straight

hair, etc."'than baseline and audio children. As would be expected,"

.

these differences in detail inclusion are most striking between baseline

and film'children,while audio children usually fall somewhere in between.

This suggests that regardless of the availability of language description,

children who listen to audio stories'md, visualize characters according
.,

to the prototypical images with whi61 they already are faz4liar. Some

support for this isffound in the finding'that baseline children felt

compelled to draw the fisherman with what, while film children;

who'had.sain the character with and without a hat overcame this convention

I

30
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and were just as likely as not to draw one. Also, note that film children

least oftendrew the fisherman against a background. Perhaps for these

children the character was more significant iChis own right and specific

l'''''-'.....i,details of his appearance were sufficiently challeng ii'to render. It

not necessary for them to include the objects conventionally associated

with fishermen (s,g., beets, water, fish) in 'Seder to "complete" their.

visualization. Also, film children may have recalled a nutber. of shots

0)
of the fishermanirithout context -such as the close-ups of his face which

app eared-i!hen he was summoning the fish.

These results are consistent wits the earlier observation that descriptive

language cannot carry the density of informationavailable6in ongoing

visual depictions. Although information about how the fisherman looked

was conveyed in the'audio version'offthe story, it occurred only. once,

at the beginning of the story and was presented successively ("he had

a rugged face, straight hair, and a long curved nose..."), rather than

simultaneously in a visual depiction. Perhaps.film children have the

advantage in recalling physical appearance details because this

stored picture of the fisherman is easier to retrieve than a verbal list.

_- Inference,: Data from three inference questions are relevant here:

1) Setting (Where,#o yoU think the fisherman is from -- what country?)

There were no, medium differences in children's actual inferences

about where the story took place. Responses ranged from European

countries such as England, Ireland, and Italy, to such native locations as

Minnesota, Virginia, and.Cape Cod. However, a chi square test confirmed
0

the predicted trend that anak, were.more likely than film children to

base, their inferences on at least'one outside-story source, e.g., general

,knowledge or personal experience: "I knew he came from the Cape because

/"'"

31
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in a lot of fish thkre." (Z2 (1)04.22, .2!.05). Further,'analysis

of a content of children's inference bases revealed that film children

signifiCantly more likely than audio children to refer to the physical
were

appearance of a character phis shoes ", "his pointed nose, "in England they

have those of vibes when they go to sleep") as a justification for

th erence about story setting,(12 (2)6.52; 24..05). ,0o,

2) Time (ghit time do you think the fisherman lives in...?)
. 1210

No significant medium difyrence was found in children's estimation

of when the story took place, (e.g., whether it took, place long ago or

more recen4y). However:laudio children again based their time estimates

on outside-story information more often than film ehildren
(2)=11.13, 2:4(.01).

dm.

Also,'more film children than radio children drew upon character appearance

(particularly costume) as a basis for, determining the time frame citthe story(r (2)=6.00, 11.05).'

3) Character Age (Do you think of the fisherman as a young man... as 4,

middle-aged man...or as an old man... ?.)'

Chi square. tests performad on children's inferences about the

fisherman's age approached-statistical significance for film versus both

literal and non-literal audio children 6r2 (2)=5,05, .054:2A.10.

Sixty percent of all children inferred that the fisherman was middle-aged.

However, more film children described the fisherman as being young,

whereasosudio children were more likely to call hii old.

Audio 'children based their inferences on a variety of Sources

(e.g., auditory, text, further inferences, general knowledge) and againtheyVeremore
likely than film children to base their inferences on outside-story knowledge -

4

' (V (2)4.07, 2.4.05i For example, some audio children called on

\\ stereotypic beliefs tri justify their inferences: "He was old because most

VIM
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- ',fishermen are old" or "He was middle-aged because young men don't like

J

fishing". Unlike the children who listened to the story, film children

relied almost exclusively on character appeaiance for information about

the age of the fisherman; e.g., "He was a young man because he didn't

have a mustache or a beard (Z52 (2)m19.05, .2..001). Note that across

all three inferences only 8 literal audio and 5% non-literal audit

childrealkreferred to the descriptive language manipulation as a basis for

their inferences.

An interesting cIpplmment to these data on the fisherman's age is

provided by children's juatifications for their inferences about the-

fisherman's size. (If thafisherman came,nto this room right now, do

you think he would be a small man, an average size man, or a large man?)

Here, film children again illustrated the application of the film's

visual content in their reasoning. Interestingly, however,.this was an
1

instance where access to the visual depiction of the fisherman proved to be

confusing rather than clarifyink Forty percent of film children.

described their inference bases in A wax that indicated their bewilderment

about the interaction between a charicter's real-life scale and the

portrayal of scale in film animation, e.g., "He's average becauscin the

movie they're usually smaller than they look";or "He's small because

in caitooes...they just can't grow".

Audio children, on the other hand, appeared to be less puzzled in

justifying their inferences and displayed a high degree of resourcefulness

in finding inside and outside -story clues: "He's small because "of the

way he talks - he has a small voice"; "He's small beCause they had a little

house"; or He's big because w grandfather was a fisherman and he was big".

Inference data from questions 1,2, and 3 provide evidence of ways

in Ala children can draw upon visual depictions of characters in

33
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interpretingi story content.

30

To determine the age of the fisherman, a io

film children to call upon stereotypic tions.children were more likely than

of elderly fisheamen.

as no explicit information a

the other hand, Aim childr had

the fisherian's age. Their pred

this was a r ourceful strateg*, inasmuch

age w prodided in the audio version. On

ual clues to help them assess

t use of this information at least.

temporarily overrode more pr totypical notions of "old fishermen". This
.

provides additional support for the. hypothesis that children who listen

to stories are more likizly to visualize story characters according to

their conventional ideas than are children who view moire unusual depictions

of characters in film.

Data from the setting and time inferences suggest that film children

not only remember the details.of a character's appearance but are able to

meaningfully apply that information when eked to interpret a story.,

Visual information often helped, film children make very direct connections:

e.g., "I know it was Scotland because he had wooden shoes" or "In

'the old days they wore those kinda clothes". Audio children, on the

other hand, were forced to resort to more roundabout and/or stereotypic

. reasoning: e.g., "It was Minnesotaiwbecause they have all kinds of

water", or "It was the olden days because that's when magic fishes were

around".

Measured, against the great extent to which film children made use

i'''..---of visual content as inference bases, the small percentage of and o children

who based inferences on analogous descriptive language is dramatic.

Perhaps because it was too fleeting, or perhaps because it was' overshadowed

by other non - descriptive language, audio children rarely relied en this

given source of information.

34
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Drawings: NO significant medium differences were observed in subjects'

tendency to represent movement in their drawings of the fisherman 'fishing

(Task 2)*.- In fact, baseline dEewings more often displayed,the fisherman

with his arms up over his head (;r2 (6)=16.18;2,401). Though not-

.

statistically significant, baseline children more often drew the net above

the fisherman and more often drew it extended out beyond the fisherman's

mg.. Both of-these tendencies contribute to a sense of motion. However,

-41t
these findings may be explained by an inconsistency in experimenter instructions.

1 ,

a

In order to insure the collection of a.drawing.sample where nets

were used for fishing, baseline children were instructed tb "draw the

fisherman-casting a net'1. Children participating he study were instead

given less specific instructione to "draw the way you s the fishefman

fishing", to provide them with full latitude in constructing their

visualizations. Clearly tte two goals were at odds, and experimental

children probably and perhapi rightfully interpreted these directions 60

suggest a more Static scene with the net (or.pole) already in the water.

Therefore, it is inappropriate both to compare drawings of baseline with

-story groups and ft) make observations about the depiction of movement from

these apory-bassd drawings.

Though not directly relevant to the analysis of movement, several

other findings from Task 2 drawings deserve mention. A:significant

relatioiship was found between medium of presentation and the tendency

of children to place the fisherman in certaincontexts (A,
ir2

(12)=36.07;

2 4.001). . Baseline and audio subjects wertmore likely to draw the

fisherman either in a boat or at a shoreline. Instead, film children most

often drew'him standing at the foot of a hill in a profile -leftview, as he

35 4
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was-depicted in the film. (Note that nowhere in the story did it
.% , ,

32

refer to the fisherman in a boat . It did refer to him "going down to

the shore to fish".) In addition, when the mean size of the fisherman in

both audio conditions wai compared to that, in_the film tonditift, film

children were found to draw smaller fisherm n than children in both audio

conditions (t(40.3)111242, 11.405) .*
4

Pilo children's rendering of smaller figures may be a consevance of
9

their attempts to reproduck the fisherman in context, and in scale with

the hill. This again supports the claim that film children accurately

recall specific-shots-as they viSnilizt and draw. (The film offered many1
.

visual depictions of the "fishing scene" from'a viewing distance that

included-the fisherman at the foot of the hill facing left.) Baseline .

.

and audio children had less reason to imagine the fisherman fishing this

way,'and more latitude to picture him In a boat, though this was not

described.

Even more striking was the extent to which audio childrerVi,

drawings contradicted the verbal infOrmation offered. In Spite of the

fact that the fisherman was described casting his net for fish four

times ip the story, 80% of non - literal and 50% of literal audiolchildren

rendered the fisHirman fishing with a pole. Due to the nature'of instructions,

no baseline children drew a fishing pole. '(However, pilot sample data included

many instances of poles when baseline children were asked to "draw a fisherman

fishing"). Only one out of 15 (7%) film children drew a pole.

This finding provides powerful evidence for the prevalence-of

previous experience and long-held beliefs when children graphically

render content from aurally pfesented stories.. Despite vOid-and

repeated verbal description to the contrary, when drawing, these children

* Decimal points in degrees of free
variance estimates in analyses.

.

cur due'to the use of separate
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fit found- it difficult to give up the idea that fishermen fish with poles.'
4.

.Interestingly, some of the same children who deadribed "top7of-the
1 .

miee-Asualizatiobs of the fisherman fishing with i net subsequently

drew him with a pole. On the one hand, thii marbelinterpreted as

further evidence for Kosslyn's claims about the inadequacy of drawings

as reflections of internal visualizations (1977). Alternatively, the_

ease data, may suggest that audio children's post-story visualizations

are less enduring than those of film children.

Inferences: Two inference.questions were related to the analysis of

movement in children's story-visualizations.

4) Net (Was it hard or easy for the fisherman to throw the net?)

Though not significant, there was a suggested medium difference in

the nature of children's inference. The'majority (6 f audio

childreneinferred that it was easy for the fisherman to throw the net,

. while most (602) film children thought that it was hard.

Inference bases were difficult to analyze because of the smal

number of scorable radio responses. (Children who drew the fisherman

with a pole were not` asked this. question.) However, of the children whose

re/pongee were scorable,,only 202 of audio children referred to the

taxiidescription of the fisherman throwing the net as a basis. In

comparison, 472 Eit'-film children referred, to the visual (or visual/

1
textual) depiction of the fisherman throwing the net, e.g., "Easy,

because of the way he did it --all he did was throw it over his shoulder"

(child gestures).

A percentage of all children (audio-132, filme262) made a further

ptysical inference about the net to justify their initial inference about

ease of throw, e.g., "It was easy because the net was light"'or "It

was hard because it was probably a big net..." (audio).
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There was no signiffcant medium difference in the number of children

who offered outside-story inference bases. Perhaps because there was limited

relevant ineide-story information available .to any group, many children,

regafdless of condition; relied on general knowledge and personal

experience to justify their inferences. This may also explain why

some children made a further physical inference about the net itself

in order tioubstantiate their response.

5) Fisherman's Walk (Film tlidcfn only were asked whether they learned

anything about the fisherman, his feelings or his body, from the way he

walked back and forfh'to the sea.) All the chilipan rteponded affirmatively.

Their qualitative interpretations of the fisherman's movement were both

keen and subtle: for example., "His shoulders were down and. he just

didn't-want to go"; "He looked'ilred going up and down the hill. His

feelings were angry and sad and he didn't get no fun out of it"; and "He

looikfd kind of scared to keep going to ask the fish ". All the responses

support the notion that children who view film not only remember but

meaningfully apply visual information when interpriiiing story content.
A

Character Affect

Drawings,: ,Toble 2 sumwarisia the results of

Children were asked to draw the way they imagined

told her: husband her last'wish to be like God.

Task 3 drawings, where

the wife looked when she

Chi square tests

revealed a significant nalationship between 'odium of presentation and

subjects1 rendition of several facial features described intheaudio

versions and depicted visually in the file.

Table 2 Dralfint the Wife - Character Affect

More film Si include than audio and baseline Ss

open mouth

. 3

Level of Significance

Z2 (3)11.722, 2<.01



Table 2 (cont.)

More film Ss include than audio and baseline Ss

7
IA-
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Level of Significance

teeth 72:(3)08.20, 21...05

only face drawn t
J52

(3)015.00, .01

Drawings_also were examined for one other depicted and desc

facial feature, turned-down eyebrows. bAlthduih they appeared in less khan

half of all children's wife 'drawinga, there was a non-significant endency

for film'children to include them more often. Perhaps, as with wooden

shoes, this lies too unusual and, subtle a detail for children to render.

ed

Independent judgemeits of the overall emotion conveyed by the wife

figure in the drawings (happy,'azigiy, or indistinguishable) revealed that

a small percentage of subjects in all conditions troughly 23% rendered an

t"angry" wife. (Drawings were labeled indistinguishable if the judges
f

felt that the child's emetiohal message was confused or too difficult to

interpret, e. a wife is drawn with a smiling mouth while her eyebrows

-slant dawnira d in an expossion of anger.) However, the remainder

of films jects produced rife drawings more likely to bej4ged as

indistinguiihable than happy, whili the opposite was true for drawings made

by non-literal audio children .14
(1)-3.04, iti.05): The same non-

.,.- significant trend was observed for film versus biseline children. 4

Literal audio- children were just as likely to draw 'a happy wife as one

judged tabs indistinguishable.

The fact that film children's drawings were more often judged as,

indistinguishable say suggest thit these children'were attempting, although

not entirely successfully, to go beyond the childhood convention of

smiles On figUres. In a sense, these' children may have bedn trying
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to alter-their prototypes and_produce a figure that would be more like the

angry one that they had seen.

Baseline and non-literal audio children were most likely to adhere

o the smile convention; the majority of these.childred did, in fact,

raw,the wife with a smile. This is somewhat inconsistent with baseline

instructions to draw a woman "demanding" that sht be given one more

. thing. It also Suggests thattion-literal audio children's visualizations

were not influenced by the.offered description" ,"Her face lOokedlike

a tungry wolf." Had non - literal children ly been unable to adequately

draw their visualtgations, we would have exile ted these children's

discrepancy remarks to reflect their desire to alter the wife's emotional

expression. However, no non-literal audio child rbally qualified his/her

drawing with I wish that it show more expression or anger.

That liteial audio children's drawings were just-as likely as film

children's to be judged indistinguishable 'suggests that more of these

children attended 9 story cues such as tone of voice aqd.relevant content

Like film childreatiiteral'audid children more, often

attempted to go beyond the stile grvention and capture a more complex

emotional attitude in their drawings.,

. With regard to the--tceatment of, context, filet children who did mil

drove figs alone,; more often drew the wife in a bedroom where the scene

took place than
;,

did audio children (]%2 '(2) =8.86, 2v<.05). Moreover,

there was a non-significant trend for more film than audio children to

draw the bed in the unusual frontal view depicted in the film. It

appeared that audio children more often concentrated on the speaifidr

details of the.wife's costume (e.g., her crown, ruffles, capes, etc.)

,and more film children attended to the details of thescene they had

witnessed (e.g., the bedroom with sun rips streaming through the window):
.
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This is ciaistent with"the context' findings for. Task 2.
t

Again, these

I
A -film children included a great deal-of the visual information they had

received froethe film in their drawing. Film children's drawings' suggest

that these children are able to call upon fairly Illatensive visualizations

. .

of scenes as they drew, complete with cinematic points of view (the frontal

l bed) dtAllighting details (the sun rays;.- t

AO
Onthe other hand, audio children seemed absorbed with rendering costume

a, details that were neither fully d ribed nor necessarily releant to the

story. Thep. these children's v ualizatians were initially Vague, or

they may again have included conventional Seeger, in this cake, of queens

impair,/ tiles.

Inference:,

. '

6) Wife Affect (How do you think the wife felt when she made the last wish?)
. ...

. ); Responses generally fell into 2 categories, either positive (happy/gdod),

. 1

or negative (angry /mad). A. significant relationship between medium condition
,.., .

and &Usti response was discOvered: More film children inferred that the

'fife feltangry:Or mad, while the majority audlo childten inferred: that

nr 2s she felt good or happy 06 24.401). Note that this finding

3v,
reinforces the observed differences between baselineAndinon-l itetal audio

drawiagi as compared with drawings.

No medium differences here, foe i'cbildren's use of inside/outside.
. At

story sources asinfefince basis. The great majority, of all'thildren

'relied/4n inside-linr7e4sources, perhaps because for this question the

.,' .

application of .outside -story information would haire been-somewhat cumbersome.406 ''''
, .

1 .

i'11.111.- and inappropriate. 'Film children's bassi relied almost ei4usively on

.visual information specific to the'precise-doment in the story when the

jrife mad, the wish (e.g., "I knew she waSmad,because of the Mean way she

looked at hisi.") On the other WAS, audio children typically referred

W
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to textual information drawn from across the story as a whole (e.g., "I

khew she was happy because she had everything: ,a castle,' husband, she

Could rgliweather, a'black dress, a hail painted, she got the archbishop

wish... ") (r2 (2)8.40,-i4.05). .0dly I literal .audio child out of 28

'(42) audio children referred to tfie analogous descriptive language about ...

the wife's expression at the moment under inestion.while 9 out.of 14

(64.2) storable film children' referred to her visualised facial expressions_

to jytify thair,inforence,(V.(2)..15.4i, 114.001).

/ The medium differences observed in children', strategies for just-
., /

affect inferences arejOttfillarly interesting., They again

suppdrt the claim that film children readily and aptly apply visual

1Finformation to meaningful interpretations of story content, in this case,

interpretations of a character's internal state. (This was also illustrated

by film children's inferencis about the fisherman's feelings based on the

way that he walked.) ,Howev.p, audio children did nbt readily apply

descriptive verbal information about:the wife's facial expression to their'

inference-making. This may help toexplain'why they tended to misjudge her
YIP

, . , _ ...,..affect as happy. Perhaps again, the description was too fleeting to be

111/absorbed inthe course o the story-plot, though tilts explanation doe not

aeu cootplato in lightof the fact that the file's analogous visual

information Was just as brief.

Rare, findings about the specificity of children's inference bases may

be pirticularly-rolevant.-Perhaps.it is the case that children who. view

films (or television) become adept at a sort of "imagistic" thinking. -That

these children may become practiced at storing highly spedifit-story content

in iconic formeither as whole scehis (as was seen in some Task 3 and 2 .

drawings)46r as highly isolated "shots" (as was seen in film drawings of

/

4
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the wife's face alone). Children may become highly 'killed at retailing

theee'iconic representations when the', need'rplevant inforMation to

draw conclusions abott6haracters' prsoniiities, actions anCppearanced.

(Film producers, of course, canand do. capitalize on this imagistic

1111111Ciiy by repeating

information. This

or singling out d_trtain visuals that carry important

, .
ruses the. probability that viewers will recall'add

interpret that info action.) ",

,

'On the other the evidence showed'that audio children assumed,
.

. .

.

;
,,..-,-

a "trans- story" stance whin justifying inferences about the wife's affait;r -
...--,

. . .

.that is, instead of recalling specific scenes these children more often
.

referred to the "gist" othe story as a whole. Audio Thildren,may be

4

,,,
, less adept at relocating specific points in story-time because they
- .

.

.

At.

)

havcreceived information in only one channel (auditory) withOut the

,bdaefit of

"roan" the

appropriite

visualuto roinfor\e -

of undericore it, Iiiie forces them ,to
. A

' .

story for available evidence which may or may iot beI -

for the question at hand. Also, bmffUse they have listened

rtn.a verbal story, audio children May;do more "semantic retoding"
4

iransford, 1979)-.1,This means that they may pare down story information

into abatract representations that do not faithfully reflect the chrono=

Abgy.of storyevents. Thus they may have More difficulty recollecting'

precise nomenti'in story time. lcmay be that children who listen td

stories inthis age group need tii.ghly stylized sound cues (such-a:,music

4

and tone of voice) or explicit text (0.11.-, "She wan furibus") in order

.to make appropriate inferences aboUt a character's' internal emotional

state.
- -

Point of View nd Special affects

4

Drawings* Analysis of Task 4.diawings, when children were asked to
..

.
,

.

,. . ..

,

.
.

draw their visualisations of the fish at the end of the story, revealed
4
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1 significant relationship between medium condition and the orientation of

the fish on the pigs. Differences pre significant between film and .

basiline children (ar2 (2)4:S1,24.05). and betweeti filg oda 'literal

audio children (10 (2) =0.07, ..05). Similar but non-foignigicent

orientation differencis wire observed between filmand'non-literal audio
. ,

children. SpeCificaliy, film children were more likely than others to

draw the fish frontally or in profile -right lege as it was repeatedly

depicted in the film. .Literal audio andlaseline children never drew the

fish in a frOntalview and all non-film children were equally likely

to draw the fish in left as in'tight -profile. (Across all drawing tasks,

film children rarely drew a charicter in a profile view that wasn't depicted

0

in the film. In comparison, as would

01)4ton:showed no prefetence for one

While these orientation findings

be expected, baseline and audio

profile view over the othe.)

are not counter-intuitive, they

again underscore the fact that film children,;. have highly accurate

ai

recall 'of They also ighlighfvisualised story content.- t,our eatlier

claim that it is diffiCult,forelanguage to i ify the point of view.

A.,

from which acharacter or object should beyllualised. Finally', these

findings may have implications for the way)chirdied learn to draw.

Perhaps films that visually depict things ?Ile unusual points of view

inspire children to render their own drawings (and perhaps even their

-visualisations) in new and non-stereotypic ways (Wilson & Wilson, 1977).

(The fact that baseline children never drew the fish frontally suggests

that such a vv is indeed unusual.) turthtr, through the viewing of

filmi, children' may acquire arich au& varied repertoire of cinematic

views for later reference when visualizing or drawing related content.

(ZndOed, audio children frequently referred to ated book illustrations,

.

film, and television show visuals when asked to describe the source of their

visualizations.) .
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Other findings from drawing-Task 4 are summarized below in Table 3.

.

Table 3 Drawing-the Fish - Point of View and Special Effects

More film Ss include More film Ss include
than baseline br audio Ss thanbaseline Ss; audio

S. in Between

Special effect glow
surrounding the fish

Detailing ofascales
cn the fish

Waves in the water

Jagged waves
(as opposed to slight
or medium)

. e

Level of Significance

(3)12.86, zZ.01

Z2 (1)7.04, p.01.

Z2 (3)'7.87, 2(.05

Z2 (0.43.18, 1(.05

These findings document fib.: children's accurate recall of the details

of a chiracter's'physidal appearance'(scales) and special effects (e.g., glow).

Apparently, the glow surrounding the fish was not salient for literal children

who only reference it once. (Film children viewed it repeat-

edly.)eedly.) .Also, the literal description of the glow interrupted a moment of

heightened suspense in the story plot. As eeonsequence, these children may
)

have beep distracted from hearing the description.

Film chiliren more than other children, tended to draw he details :

%;;)

,.

of the storm in the scene When the fish appears for the last t. .

For example, they often tried to suggest a lot of turbilience in the

water by drawing water lines. Audio children were not as likely as

film children to represent the sea's jagged waves, perhaps because the film's,

graphic model of moving waves was a more memorable and vivid bourne of

imagery. Relatedly, as in Task 3, they may have had more difficulty

locating the fish in the appropriate specific story-time, e., when the

"storm was raging". Rbwever, many of these drawings include rich
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details pertaining to the fisherman and to the at that audio children,

imagined he fished from.

Interestingly, roughly half (47;) of the baseline children included

"magic accessories" (such as wands, crown, stars, etc.) in their drawings

41P
of the fish, while virtually no children in the study did (X2 (3)- 16.08,

24%001). taseline children may have added these costume details in order

to heighten the character's identity as a magic fish. Perhaps, after

getting to know the fish as a story character, children in the study did

not have to rely on these more standard forms of fantasy characterizations.

Inference: (0

7) Other Character Features (How did you know the fish was special?)

This question simply asked children to subitintiate information

42

already giyen in the question. Responaes yielded several medium differences.

Consistent with their tendency to dime more of the appearance details given

in thit story,'film,childres more of tent than audio children referred to the gold

and silver appearance of the fish as anindication of "specialness" (X2 (2)7.65,

P.05). In addition only film children referred to the special effect glow

'surrounding the fish (Z2 (2)11.29, lo..01). In comparison, audio children

frequently referred to general textual information about the fish (e.g.,

"Re said it was a magid fish and it coul4 talk "). However, they made no

use of the specific verbal description; of the fish offered in both audio

versions and only milimal use of the story's repeated references to the

gold and silver color of the. fish.

Discrepancy Dati (Is there anything you would like to change, add,-or leave

out of your drawing, so it is closer totthe way you imagined it would look?)

/11her-_were no significant ledium,differences on any of the 4 drawing

A ,
tasks'in the total number of add er change comments made by children.

(
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(Theri Vero too fro " leave out" comments to warrant analysis.) Nor did

analyses of the content categories to which children referred in discrepancy

responses (e.g., general comment, figuref dostume, setting, etc.teveal

any consistent medium trends across tasks.

The lack of medium differences in both the number and type (change

or add) of discrepancy responses already has bead interpreted as evidence for

the likelihood that the majority of audio and film children referred to some

sort of story visualization as they drew (see pp. 23 -24).. Other interpretations

of these data also are plausible.

Perhaps by the time they were asked to articulate their discrepancies

dilchildren had lost some tlechrwith the visualization that originally

spawned their drawing. The discrepancy question then became an opPortunity

to simply reflect on ones drawing as an independent product. This could

*explain, in part, why-the categories of children's remarks did not correspond

with the medium differendes observed.fRathildren's drawings.

In the end, it is difficult to fully understand the discrepancy

data. Although children seemed to consult some internal refeirents as

they commented on their drawings, more sophisticated verbal and non-

verbalimeasures are needed to accurately charaiterize children's visual-

izationsof story Content. -

Source Data for ViAtalizations (How did you know to imagine [requested

story content] that way? /How did you know [requested story content] looked

like that?)
eh

tis-way anovas examining the relationship betWeen medium condition and

thenumber of outside-story categories (e'.g., general knowledge, personal

experience) childrenusod as the source for their visualizations were

significant for 3 of the 4 drawing tasks (Task 1: P(2,42)4.81, r(.01;
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F(2, 42)=5.02, 2..01; and Task 4; F(2, 42) -4.47, 2.05). The

Ta4p3 anova approached significance F(2,42)44.85, r<1107). Orthogonal

contrast revealed. that audio children more often used outside-story sources

(414., "I knew he looked like that because usually fishermen have beards.")

Shan film children (Task 1: t(42)4.81, p.4 .01; Task 2: t(42 )-2.83,

24.91; and Task 4: t(42).0.65 24.01). The comparison approached

significance for Task 3 t(42)1.96, 24..06).

This finding was, of course, predictable. It documents that audio

children quite resourcefully drew more often on their repertoires of general

knowledge and personal experience as sources for visualizations of story

content. Often this was the case even when rich descriptive langu

.4
was availabe to them in the text. Film children on the other h= d, relied

almost exclusively on inside-story visual and visUisttxtua sources.

Interestingly, children in all conditions also answered sou

questions by making further inferences about the story. One consistent

trend was observed. In 3 out of 4 drawing taskis,_audio children more than

. film children described the source oig*Theit visualizations in terms of a

further physical interlace (Task 3:12 (2)8:90, 2 .01; Task 4:12 (2) -9.30,

iti.01). Task 2 approached stati *tical significance (12 (2) "5.77, 24.06).

For-example, in describing the source for their drawing of the wife (Task 3),

audio children typically spedulated about what she would have looked like

and made physical inferences:
-e.g., "I-knew she looked like that because

'she would probably have a fancy nightgown and probably have bilge under

her eyes--
41
and curlers...." In the absence of explicit' visual content and

lengthy description, these Ohildien "reasoned" their visualizations to life.

Interestingly, film children were more likely to identify an imagery

source for their wife driving using a psychological'inference about her

V
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emotional state, e.g., "I knew she looked like that because she was really,

angry." or "She wanted it real bad." Though not significant, forty-seven ,

percent (47%) of film children a* opposed to 27%"of audio childreixesponded

this way. Perhaps for children who have recent access to vivid visible

infotmation about characters, further speculation aboua their internal

state follows more naturally. Despite audio childrIn's more frequent use

of outside-story and physical inference sources, they also drew frequently.

\,...00/ on text and auditory content available within the story. For example,

(Task 2) "limey tclooked like that because they said he was fishing in

the sea and he caught a big fish that was magic and granted-wishes." (text);

(Task 3) "I knew she looked like that because she was yelling it cwt.!'

(auditory)

Time to Dfai

Mows for all four drawing tasks examining differences in the amount of

time it took for children to complete their drawings were non-significant.

Literal versus Non-Literal Description: Audio Conditions

1) Volunteered Evidence

AlthoUgh the descriptive language passages added to the story could

serve as appropriate imagery sources for the four story drawings, only a

small percentage of children who heard either the literal (19%) or non-literal

(14%) descriptions referred to them in their source responses.

The extent to which audio children called on the-verbal descriptive

passages as bases for story-related inferences has already been reported.

For any inference, there were never more than two children who indicated

a basis that directly relied
on descriptive language manipulated in the

4
two versions.

Interestingly, many drawings reflected information presented in 7)
4

language descriptions (e.g., long noses, hats). Perhaps some Children
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, 'Mode description information visually. If so,-it may have been difficult

' for them to later translate the information into verbal recollections of

specific text. There were no drawings where non-literal infoqmetion

appeared in its literal form, e.g., there were no drawings of a wife with

a wolf's face. 'Presumably, this means that by the age of 10, all children

are awatethat figures of speech are ..t meant to be taken literally.

However, that children didn' attend to the langgage in the first place

cannot,be ruled aft as an al ernative explanation.

2) Solicited Evidence

Recall Task: The mean _p rcent of children who correctly recalled any

descriptive language across a tasks was 28%. There was a consistent

non-significant trend for literal audio children to outperform non-literal

audio children on 3 tasks (Task 2, 3, and 4), perhaps because literal

language was more familiar and meaningful for children. (Task.1 data is

difficult to interpret. Because there was more inforiation in,phia description

more children in both groups received credit.)

Recognition Task: Predictably, the mean percent of children whof correctly

recognized any descriptive'language across all tasks was high. (73%) than

for recall tasks. T tests between mean recall and recognition scores for

combined radio conditions confirmed that the large majority of all children

found it easier to recognize than recall the language descriptions they had

heard (Task 2: t (29)3.64, 24.001; Task 3: t (27)0 -6.97, 2.4.001:

Task 4: t (29)04.47, 24.001). The Task 1 test indicated the same trend,

although it did not reach statistical significance. There were no condition

effects in children's ability to recognize descriptioi. /
.Although their recall,was limited, the majority of children in both

audio conditions recognized,the descriptive language they had heard. Several

factors deserve consideration in interpreting why children did not recall
4
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more of the descriptive- language. First, the descriptive language manipulated

in thii story say have been too brief and subtle to comiand children's

attention. Second, verbal description, stopped the ongoing progress of

tailL---

the story's plot and um children say have experienced these as intrusio

or nrestingplacesnwhere they could momentarily suspend their attent .

Finally, perhorchildren brought up to appreciate stories on film and

television have little practice attending to aural description. There is some

*evidence that children's ability to understand stories presented aurally

varies more widely thin does their comprehension of comparable television

material (Char & Meringoff, 1981).

To focus again on the inherent characteristics 'of the medium,

description in aural stories ai9st always halts the progress of story

action or dialogue and so may be experienced as intrusive by children who

do not appreciate it. Further,- aural description is rarely is redundant

as visual depiction, where a character or setting is likely to be shown

again and again during the course-of a story. To test these assumptions,

future research will need to compare children's recall of material from

media presentations, that are more extensively controlled for analogous

visual and descriptive content.



General Conclusions and Discussion
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The findings from this study do"cument several ..commonly held beliefs about

children's visualisation process as they encounter Stories presented in differedt

media. The findings alsO-suggest several less obvious ways to interpret

differences in children's media experiences. Mb

There is a longstanding assumption that children actively imagine

rich and fanciful story images as they,listen to story descriptioR. That

is,.many think of the attentive listener as a producer of "videotapes-
,-

in-the-head." The other side of is position holds that children who
_,...

view film or television became receptacles for story images;

i:They simply "sit and watch" without eing stimulated to use their minds

in any visually imaginative way. Our research suggests a somewhat different

perspective.

On the one hand, children who listened to - stories did'indeed display

a high degree of resourCefulneis in drawingInd inferring abo story

I

content. These children, more often than viewing children, went outside

the story and drew upot their general knowledge and personal experiences

as the fabric for story visualizations, drawings, and inferences. In

many instances they also attended to subtle inside-story cuei!)ruch as

character accents and voice qualities, and applied thed wheli making

8 c

inferences about story setting and character attributes. However, we found that

children in the audio. conditions produced images of story content that

were, in many instances, more conventional and prototypical than those of

children who had viewed 1118e film. Also, in contrast to general assumptions

about story description, the listening children in our study largely

ignored select verbal description of visual content offered in the film.

It was apparently very elusive for theta children. It also did not seem
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to matter whether these descriptions were presented in literal or non-literal

languagt. There were even Oases where listening children entirely

disregarded descriptive language and included content in their drawings thalt

was inconsistent with that offered in the story. :Whether because they have

little practice with the aural medium, or because the descriptive. language

in these versions was not lengthy or rich enough to be more memorable,

these children's story imagery and understanding seemed little influended by

this prose.

!Generally, children who viewed the film appeared toIely to a- rest

AMAMM.011 the visual and visual-textual information they had seen w en they

were asked to visualize, draw, 'and make inferences about story content.

While they, too, occasionally drew upon their outside-story experiences to

justify inferences, they more often used the visual inside-story information

they had seen a emembered. These children demonstraeld a oarticular

adeptness at "reading" the film's visual imagery-for meaning. As predicted,

we found that they could derive important information about story setting,

side andCharacter affect from observation of character costume and fable'

details. Chatman's

10
observations (1984/about the density of visual depiction

/
spar to,have been borne out. Film children aprarently found myriad

visual "reference points" to call upon es thly. interpreted the story.

-Indeed,the specificity of Orkillaren's references points, in their detail
.

and in tima,was particularly; iamatic to observe. We also mired that children

who had viewed the film ware more likely than others to include the film's

unusual- viewing perspectives and' tfich details of distracter appearance and

expression in their. drawings.,

Perhaps the lesson here resiael in an appreciation of, the strengths

and weaknesses in any medium's.presontation-of a story. For example,

while aural presentations call upon children to bring tegesi their own
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experiences in constructing images and meaning for story content, children

also fall back upon prior information in responding to story content and

Perhaps take less advantage of What is given. 'While stories-on film may

focus childreem attention more directly on explicit and visUilired events,

they may also challenge children to visually imagine and draw related

content in non - stereotypic ways,

Several methodological considerations deserve mention. No doubt there

is variation in the degree to which children visualise story content

presented in any medium. ur measures of this process ware simple and

imperfect. For most children at this age, drawing is a-little'practiced,

little tutored skill. For this reason, individual differences in children s .

performance may well obscure observation of between-group differences.

It may also be the case that the predominantinternal imagery of

children who listen to stories is not even visual. Perhaps it is more

purely auditory, e.g., the sea is heard in one's head, not seen. More

purely autal response measures light be more appropriate for tapping

the perceptual imagery children generate from listening to stories.

. Future reVearch comparing media presentations also will need to

confront the difficult issue of stimulus comparability. The. challenge is

to find story materials that adequately reflect the full potential of

a given medium, while also affording the greatest possible degree of

experimental control and comparability. Only then will researchers be able

to generalise about the efftcts of media presentations on children's

storfoxperiences and offer findings pf value Jo the people who produce,those

presentations for children.
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Appendix A

The lisherisp and His Wifes interview

Jams:

Condition:

Dote:

!afore Story

Familiarity:

Class:

Age:

C
There's a story.' would like you to listen to/watch. It's
peeled The Fisherman andllis Wife. Do you know that story?

( ) no

It's about a fishermad who catches a magic fish wOo
grants wishes. Does that, sound familiar?

( )yea What is it about?

How do you know that sterr (film, book., record...)

How long ago did you'hear/see the story? Where?, -1/

'Do you remember pictures from the story?

( )no

( )yes What pictures?,

,After you listen to /watch the story today, we'll do some things with
Occurs' and talk some about it.

Fr eaent. StCory

016 Are you ready for the story? 'Are you comfortable?.
(Note attention level and behavior.)

Post-Story

Top=of-the-Mind: The first thing I'd Tike you to do is close your eyes for
just a minute. Is there one picture from the story that stands out right,
4101W in your:dind -- you know, that you see in your mind?

( .)no
4

$

( )yes What do you see? .

Good.

(Where in the story is that -- beginning, middle, end?)
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-

Visualisations: Nov I' loins to ask you to imagine how some other things
in the story look. You can close your eyes at any time if

s it helps.

1) Think about what the fisherman looked like in the story you just-Tdiwatched...
until yOU can see him in your mind. OX. Hold that in your mind fo just
a minute and think about a TV screen -- you know how pictures on TV can
be really clear and in-focus Or fuzzy and snowy? Is the fisherman in your
Mind clear or fussy?

4

( )clear
( )fuzzy

OX. Now I want you to draw a picture of the fisherman, as best you can, the
way he looks in your mind. (placepaper and pencil in front of child) Just
draw the fisherman...it doesn't have to be a perfect drawing -- just what
you see in your mind.

latency (from end of instructions'to pencil on paper)

(After 3 minutes:) We are going to ao some other things so finish up.

time

Al) Let's look at your picture. It's sometimes'hard to draw things just the
way you imagine they look. Tell me is there anything in your drawing that

,

you would'like to change, add, or leave out so that it's closer to the way,
ou imagine it?

( )no difference
( )yes (haFe child describe)

(take drawing away)
il) How did you know to imagine the fisherman that way? (How did you know it

looked like that?)

C1) Setting: Where do you think the fisherman is from -- what country?

How do you know?

What makes you think that.?

Period: What time do yob think the fisherman lives in -- the time'of Hansel
and Gretel (Cinderella), in the time of Dorothy in the Wizard of OZ or
in the time of Superman? (make sure child is familiar with each aliernative --
establish chronological sequence of alternatives)

Him do you knoW the fisherman lives in that time?
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2) Good. Now think about the fisherman fishing... until you can see him
doing that in your mind. Is that fuzzy or'clear?

( )clear
( )fussy

OK. Nov I wait you to draw +the fisherman fishing, as beat you can, the
way you see it in your mind. (place pap$ in front of child)

latency

(After 3 minutes:) Try to tinish up.

the

Al) Is there anything in your drawing that you would like to add, leave out,
or change so that it is closer to the way you imagine it?

( )io difference
( )yes (have child. deScribt)

- (remove drawing)

B2) How_did fou know to imagine the fisherman fishing that way? (How did you
know it looked like that?)

0

C2) Net: Was it hard or easy for the fisherman to throw the net?

( )easy
( )hard

How do- you know?

.4

Size: If the fisherman came _into, this room right now, what size cleo%
you think he would be? ( )large, C )a*erage, or ( )small? (man)

Bow do you know?
What makes you think that?

ts:soDo y think of the fisherman ask )'a young man -- between 20
( )a middle aged man between 30 and 50, or as ( ) an old

man -- 5 60 or older?

.Row do yoO know?

3) Good. 'Think about the part in the story whinthe wife makes her last wish --
when she tells her husband that she wants to be like unto God. Think until ,
you see in your mind how she looks when she tells her husband that last wish.
Is that clear or fussy?

)clear
( )fussy

so

r
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OK. Now I vmmt you to draw a picture of the way the wife looks in your mind
Whei she te/ls-her husband that-last wish. (place paper im,front,of child)

latency

(After 3 minas) Finish up. fr.

1
tine

A3) Is there anything in your drawing that you would like to Lave out,
change, or add so that it is closer to the way you imagine it?

( )no difference
( )yes (have child describe)

4

(reMove drawing)
B3) How did you know to imagine her that way? (How did you know she looked

2 like that?)

C3) Affect,: How do you -think the wife felt when she made that last wish?
(gauge intensity of feeling from 1-lowest to 3-highest.) ( )1 ( )2 ( )3

Hai do you know?''''

4) You're,doing a good job. We are almost done. Think about the 1
time e fie said Go home...until you can see it in your mind. (Is t11at
fuz or clear?

( )clear
( )fuzzy

OK. Draw the fish then...the way you see it in your mind: (place paper)

latency

(After 3 sans:) Please finish up.

time

A4)- Is these anything in your drawing that you would like to change,
add, or leave out so that it is closer to the way you imagine it?

( )no difference
( )yes .(have child describe)

(remove drawing)
34) How did you know to imagine it that way? (How did you know it looked like

that?)
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,C4) Row did you know the fish was special? (probe for more than one reason)

5) Pile Children Only:

Remember ell those trips that the fisherman made back and forth to the
sea? Did you learn anything more about his just from fheway he looked
or did you mot pay much attention to it?

( )yes
( )no attention

What did your learn?

anything about his faelings?
anything about his body?

How did you know that? (try to locate walk -- begin-
ning, middle, end?)

Thank You. (debrief)

For Audio Children Only: .

--....."'
. ,

Aided Recall: I have just a few more questions for you: Some of them
you may have already answered for me but this is a glance for you to tell
me anything else you might not have said before...

1) Did i; say or dedtribe anything in the story about how the fisherman looked?

Anything about his face?
Anything about his clothes?

anyDid it say or describe any ing In the story about how it looked (when he
-fiehed; when he cast his n 0?

.

3) Did it say or describe an king about how the wife looked when she made the
last wish?

*Anything about how her face looked?

4) Did it soy or describe anything about how the fish looked the last time it
said go home? (probe for more than one response)

V

Recognition Task: (have child select appropriate description from randomized
choides:..notecorract or incorrect end if incorrect, note selection)

1
Correct

1)

2)

3)

4)

Incorrect

Thank you., (debrief)
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Appendix B

The Fisherman and His Wife
Baseline Drawing Instructions
Watertown, MA -

On back of each paper put name and number.

I1. ,"Draw a fisherman. Don't maki him fishinglAust draw .him, whit he lookslike." (After 3 minutes: "Finish up; we are going to do some other things."1

2. "Draw the fisherman casting g net."

-3. "Draw a woman who has everything she wants in the world and is 'demanding'
she be given one more thing." (If children want to know what she is
demanding: "That's not important. Concentrate on drawing her, what she
abs Vould look like when she is asking for that last thing."

4. _"Draw i`Magic fish coming'up out of the water."

Post-Drawing Questions.

1. "Have you ever heard of a story named The fisherman and his wife?" (yes or no)

2. "Do you know the story well enough-to tell it really well to a friend?" (yes or no)("If no, put,dawn your pencil and wait.") .:.

3. "If you -know the story, where do you know it from?" (book, film, record,other?) (school, library, home...)

4. "How long ago did you hear this story?" (this year,.fast year, two yearsago, etc.)



Appendix C

Scoring Categories for Drawings '

(Except where otherwise indicated,-drawings were scored
for the inclusion or non-Inclusion of features.)

Task 1 Character Appearance - Draw the Pisherman

1) face Ongt.or full figure

2) face or figurezelrientation (frontal, profile right or left, three-quarter, other)

3) size of figure (in isiches) (

4) shoes (sone, wooden, other, e.g., boots, indietinguishable) ,

5) hat

6) long nose

7) degree of facial elaboration

(essential features missing; eyes, nose, mouth; features in addition to eyes,
nose, mouth, e.g., eyebrows, wrinkles, etc.)

8) straight hair

9) beard,

10) elaborated costume detail (e.g., buttons, rufflea, stripes, etc.)

11) context (e.g., baseline, sun, water, clouds, etc.)

Task 2 Character Movement - Draw the Fisherman.Fishing

1) figure orientation (frontal, profile right or left, three-quarter, other)
41,

2) size of figure (in inches)

3). pole, full net, or "butterfly"-net

4) nat size (acrops longest expanse, in inches)

5) net's lateral position,(overlapping body or away from body) A

6) net's height in relation to body (above, top, mid, bottom, below)

7) arms (up, out, down)

8) hands holding net (2 -holditg, 1-holding, 0- holding)

' 9) net in relition to water (outsl1de or crossing waterline)
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1,0) amount of filled in space on the paper (lessthan half, half, more than half)

11) water

12) jaggedneis of waterline (slight, medium, great)

13) context

14) shoreline, hill, pier, boat, or "in limbo", e.g., no baseline

Task 3 Character Affect - Draw the Wife

1) face only or full figure

2) face or figure orientation (frontal, profile right or left, three-quarter
view, other)

3) figure size (in inches)

4) words

5) facial features

6) mouth (open or closed)

7) mouth line (smile, frovg, straight, other)

8) teeth

9) eyebrovs(nonef normal, downward)

10) gestural indicatori of affect (e.g., hands on him, pointing finger, etc.)

11) independent judgments of overall expression (happy, angry, indistinguishable;
other)

12) elaborated costume detail (e.g., crown, ruffles, wand, etc.)

13) context (e.g., bed, window, table, etc.)

14) prientation of bed (frontal or profile)

Tisk 4 Point of View/Special Effects - Draw the Fish

1) face only or full figute

2) face or figurerorientation (frontal, profile right or, left, three-quarter, other) -

3) size (across longest expanse, in inchedl:

4) words

5) glow
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6) scale detail

7) magic accessories (e.g., top hat, crown, wand, etc.)

8) amount of filled in space on the paper (less than half, half, more than
,half)

9) water

10) repetition of waterline

11) jaggedness of waterline.(elight, medium, great)

12) other content (e.g., person, boat, land, etc.)

I
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